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Refurbishing Your  
Lincoln Mark VII  

Dew Wipes 
By Rick “One_Way” Eckenrode 

 
A common flaw among Lincoln Mark VII’s can be found at the top of both doors.  
The dew wipes (rubber weatherstrip that rests against the window glass) are 
commonly dry rotted, cracked, and generally just look bad.  When in this condition, 
they will not seal up against the window glass nor will they wipe dew from the glass. 

 
This is the typical condition Mark VII dew wipes are in. 
 
If that were not enough, new replacements are no longer available from Ford.  That 
leaves scouring junkyards for a good set, buying them from an eBay Vendor, or 
refurbishing them yourself.   
Although not an exact match, JC Whitney offers a close replacement dew wipe for 
Mark VII Owners.  You can find it in their catalog or online by specifying part 
number WG819745T.  You will need two of these parts to refurbish both dew wipes.  
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Some of the tools you will need for this project. 
 
This “step by step” will run through the entire process of removal, refinishing, 
replacement, and reinstallation.  The Mark VII SE is unique from other Mark VII 
Models in the moldings are black.  If the dew wipes are in bad shape, chances are very 
good the black moldings need to be refinished also.  Even shoddy body and paint 
work may necessitate refinishing these moldings.  Non-SE Mark VII moldings are 
polished and will not need refinishing.  I recommend reading the entire “step by step” 
before performing this.  Skip the steps that do not apply to you. 
 
Lets start by removing the moldings from the car.  The vertical molding on the door 
pillar is secured by a screw at the bottom and by clips behind it.  Remove the screw 
on the inside door pillar at the bottom.   Next, open the window and let it travel all 
the way down, because the window run channel must be removed.  Do so by 
grabbing it at the top corner and pulling down.  It is not necessary to remove it from 
the car because it should be reinstalled while you refurbish the moldings.  Now you 
can disconnect the 
battery.
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Remove this screw. 
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Grab both sides of the window run channel and pull down to the door panel. 
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Let the run channel hang like this.  It will need to be reinstalled. 
 
Starting at the bottom place your thumb on the outside of the molding and your 
fingers on the window side of the molding.  While pushing in towards the front of 
the door with your thumb, pull the molding away from the door with your fingers.  
You will need to do this on the bottom and the top of the molding.  Once removed, 
place it to the side. 
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This is what holds the vertical door molding to the pillar. 
 
Find a 3/8” socket and ratchet and remove the retaining bolt under the door molding.  
Once removed, pick up the end of the molding, insert a rag under it and a trim pad 
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puller tool between the rag and the molding.  Gently pry up on the molding to release 
the retaining clips.  You will need to pry with the trim pad puller in 2-3 places under 
the molding to release all of the clips.  Finally, pull it end out from behind the rear 
view 
mirror.
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Raise this end up. 
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Take a trim pad puller, wrap it in a rag, place under the molding, and pry upward. 
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Place the trim pad puller further down on the molding and pry 
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upward.

 
Pull the molding straight back from behind the mirror. 
 
This entire process (for the SE) will not be done in a day, so I recommend reattaching 
the window run channel, reconnecting the battery, and raising the window.   
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These clips are needed to retain the molding to the door. 
 
Take notice of the clips under the molding.  The replacement dew wipes do not 
include these clips. Therefore, part of the old dew wipe assembly will need to be 
reused.    Also take notice of the small reliefs, cutouts, and how the ends of the dew 
wipes are cut. These will need to be 
duplicated.
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This indentation needs to be 
reproduced
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This end is angled like this. 
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Detail view of rear from one 
end.
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Detail view of rear from another end. 
 
There are 8 heavy staples holding the dew wipe assembly to the window moldings.  
Turn the assembly over and, with a flat-blade screw driver, pry the ends of the staples 
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up away from the dew wipe.  Then take a pair of dikes and straighten the staples.  
This will aid in their removal.  

 
 
Turn the assembly over and insert a flat-blade screwdriver under the staples and pry 
them out of their holes.  Once all eight staples have been removed, separate the 
pieces. 
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Pry up with a flat blade screwdriver. 
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Straighten with a pair of pliers. 
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Pry upwards with a flat blade screwdriver. 
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Separate the pieces. 
 
Now lets modify the new dew wipe to it has the same length and cut outs as the old 
wipe has.  Place the pieces side by side and mark the length needed and mark the cut 
out with a maker.   DOUBLE CHECK your measurements!   I recommend doing all of 
your cuts on the wipe on the end that is installed behind the mirror and retain the 
factory cut on the exposed end of the door.  Use your dremel tool or cut off wheel to 
make the cuts.  You can even use the dremel tool to sharpen the edges of the 
rectangular cut out that is behind the rear view mirror.  Be careful because you are 
cutting through metal and rubber and will be making lots of sparks.   Finally, cut the 
ends of the dew wipe rubber (area that sits against the window) as the factory pieces 
have been cut. 
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Pay attention to the details and position of the old dew wipes. 
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Measu e and mark areas to be cut off. r
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Cut to proper length with dremel tool. 
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Cut out area the fits behind the mirror. 
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The other end only requires trimming the rubber dew wipe. 
 
This next step can be skipped if you are not working on an SE, or if the black finish of 
your moldings is OK.  Take a sheet of 220 grit sand paper and sand on both moldings 
until you begin to see shiny metal.  Be careful to sand inside all of the small grooves 
too.  Once you are satisfied with the appearance of the moldings, take a sheet of 2000 
wet dry and wet sand the moldings until the sand paper grooves have disappeared.  It 
will not take too long to wet sand these pieces.   
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Keep sanding until you begin to see shiny metal 
 
Next, it is imperative to wash these pieces in Dawn Dishwashing Liquid as these 
pieces usually are subjected to applications of silicon sprays and protectorant 
products.  This grease must be removed of the new paint will fish-eye.   
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Thoroughly wash the black trim 
 
Dry the moldings off then tack-rag the moldings to remove dust and other particles, 
and spray 2 thin coats of self-etching primer, following the directions on the paint 
can.  Self-etching primer does not need to be sanded between coats.  Spray paint in a 
well-ventilated area away from grease, oil, and petroleum products.  
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Application of self-etching primer, don’t forget to mask off the rubber dew wipes. 
 
Sand the new dew wipe bead with 220 to rough up the surface so primer can stick to 
it. If you prefer the polished look, do not sand on the bead.   
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Rough up the stainless steel finish 
 
The instructions on the self-etching primer can may very, the brand of primer I used 
instructed me to spray color after 15 minutes of dry time.  Spray 3 THIN coats of 
black on the dew wipe molding and 3 thin coats on the vertical door molding.  Let 
dry as per the paint instruction, then follow with 4 thin coats of clear.  We will be 
wet sanding the clear after the pieces are dry.  If you choose not to wet sand these 
pieces, 3 thin coats of clear will be fine. 
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Application of flat black paint 
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Application of clear coat 
 
If you would like these pieces to have a flat / matte finish, there are products you can 
use instead of clear coat to achieve this finish. 
 
When the painted pieces are thoroughly dry, we can now wet sand and buff them.  
This process will give them a mirror-like finish.  Wet sanding will smooth out the 
texture, or the orange peel, that painting leaves.  Begin by grabbing a small piece of 
wet-dry 2000 grit paper and wet it, then wet the part you are wet sanding.  Begin by 
sanding on the piece.  If you feel the sand paper begin to drag, stop sanding and add 
water.  Apply light to medium pressure and do not stay in one area for a long time.  
Do not sand on the edges for a long time or you will sand through the color. Re-water 
every 10 seconds. You should not see black particles rinsing off in the sink.  If you do, 
you have sanded clear off the part.  Best to stay in the middle of the flat areas and 
only spend about 5 seconds in one area.  Squeegee the water off the part to check you 
progress.  The surface will become smoother as you sand on the part.  I only spent a 
couple of minutes on each part, the longest being on the door vertical molding.  Wet 
sanding be bead of the new weather strip assembly will not take very long as there is 
not much surface area. 
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Rough surface before west sanding (texture looks like an orange peel)  
 
Once you are completed wet sanding, the part will be dull with sand scratches, but 
have a smooth shine to it when you look at the part from the side.  There will be very 
minimal texture to the part. 
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Color sand the black trim just enough so the finish is smooth 
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This is what we are shooting for, mostly smooth save for a few small specs of shine. 
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Next we will polish and wax the parts to a smooth, glass like shine.  Start with a 
medium duty rubbing compound, followed by a swirl remover, followed by your 
favorite wax.  Apply these products as the directions describe.  You will be amazed 
how smooth these parts become. 
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First, hand-polish the parts with a heavy-duty cutting compound 
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Next use a swirl remover by hand 
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Next apply a coat of wax 
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Now you have that 6-foot shine! 
 
Lets now move on to the dew wipes.   Pick up the old piece and look on the side 
where the retaining clips are. You will notice a small ridge right above these clips that 
stretches from one end to the other.  We will be making a cut along this line to 
remove the dry rotted dew wipe.   
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Cut AT this line 
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Cut AT this line 
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Use a cutting wheel to separate the parts 
 
I used a cutting wheel that is typically used for cutting on exhaust systems.  Place the 
old dew wipe in a vise and cut along that small ridge above the clips.  You are cutting 
through metal and rubber, so it will smoke, stink, and get messy.  Be careful with the 
sharp metal edges and where the sparks from the blade will be going.  You can use a 
dremel tool for this operation, but you will use lots of blades!  Once the cutting is 
done, you can discard the dry-rotted dew wipe but keep the portion with the 
retaining clips. 
 
To reassemble the dew wipes, place the new rubber wipe on to the molding in the 
same position as the factory piece.  Study the pictures you took earlier of the position 
of the cut out.  Handle the pieces with care to make sure the finish is not damaged!  
While holding the bead of the new weather strip assembly firmly against the 
molding, secure a C-clamp to keep the weather strip assembly in place.  I recommend 
using four C-clamps to secure the weather strip assembly.  Double check to make sure 
the bead sits firmly on the molding and is even. 
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Line up the cut out that goes behind the mirror to the raised area of the molding 
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The rear had a gap as so 
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Hold in place with C-clamps 
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Drill holes for rivets 
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Drill a 1/8” hole next to each C-clamp, making sure you are not near the cut outs for 
the molding retainers and you are not drilling into where the staples were.  I 
arbitrarily picked the position where I drilled my holes.  Next, install a 1/8” rivet with 
a rivet gun and squeeze until the rivet is installed.  Remove the C-clamps and make 
sure the new weather strip assembly is tight.   
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Install 4 rivets 
 
Now we will need to cut out reliefs for the retaining clips.  With a dremel tool, simply 
cut along each side and at the stop of the relief as shown.  Be careful NOT to cut to 
high above the relief your you will cut through the vertical part of the dew wipe and 
create a hole for water to flow through.  Using a pair of pliers, simply pull the cut off 
portion of the weather-strip.    Now we are ready to attach the old portion of the 
weather-strip. 
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These cut outs need to be made on the new weather strip. 
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Notch with a dremel tool 
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Remove the cut outs with some needle nose pliers 
 
Simply match up the old weather-strip to where is used to be on the molding.  Using 
a couple of the old staples to center the old piece to the molding will help.  Once it is 
positioned correctly, simply take your c-clamps and install them on the assembly as 
shown.  We will now drill holes through both pieces of weather-strip and the 
molding. 
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Attach the old weather strip containing the retaining clips 
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Make sure this piece is properly placed on the molding 
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Now drill through both weather s rips, place metal at bot om to protect part t t
 
Drill holes in the same positions as where the staples were.  Place a piece of metal 
behind where you are drilling so as not to damage the molding.  Once the hole is 
drilled, install a 1/8” rivet and squeeze the rivet gun.  Drill holes and install rivets 
wherever there used to be a staple. 
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Install rivet  s
To ensure there is clearance between the weather-strip and the glass window, take 
your c-clamps and apply pressure to the top of the old weather-strip.  Doing this will 
bend the leading edge inward.  A pair of pliers will accomplish the same result.   Turn 
the assembly over and carefully put in a vice.   
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Trim these rivets down ½ way 
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Leave enough protruding so rivet can hold eve ything together r
 
Take a cut off wheel and trim the back of the rivet so there is about 1/16” sticking up 
from the molding.  Do not trim it off entirely or the rivet will not hold the weather-
strips to the molding. 
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Bend weather strip in together with a C-clamp 
 
Now that the dew wipe assembly has been refurbished, we can now install it back on 
the car. 
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Another way to bend weather strip in 
 
Before we install the refurbished dew wipe, clean the area of the door and window of 
dirt and old wax.  Lower the window and remove the glass channel as we did in the 
beginning of the molding removal process.  Next, simply insert the front end of the 
assembly into the rear view mirror molding and position on top of the door.  The 
retaining clips go BEHIND the door skin, so take a screwdriver and push them 
towards the glass and push down on the molding.  Do this for each clip and the 
molding will snap back in place.  Reinstall about an inch of the glass run channel and 
raise the window to ensure there is clearance and that nothing (other than the 
vertical dew wipe) contacts the glass.  Once clearance is verified, lower the glass.  
Reinstall the retaining nut as shown, being careful not to over-torque the nut.  Make 
sure the assembly is snug.  Now reinstall the vertical door molding by positioning it in 
the spring clips towards the front of the door and pulling over the retainers in the 
back of the door.  It will snap in place.  Reattach the retaining screw to hold it in 
place.  Now reinstall the glass run channel. 
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Slide the molding under the mirror 
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Push these clips so they are BEHIND the door skin 
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Now we can bolt the parts back on the car 
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Reinstall the retaining bolt 
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Reinstall the vertical door molding and secure with a screw 
 
Now you can roll the window all the way up and admire your work!   
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Check operation of the window, it will move slower than it did because the dew wipe 
is fresh 
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